Princess Rag
Little girl’s raglan cardigan tunic in
stockinette. Lots of tricks and details: full
fashioned decreases on raglan shaping;
rounded patch pocket; circular hems
for bottom and cuff with longstitch
automatic facing on front edges;
1X1 ribbed yoke; single button
closing on neckband. Make it extra
long to wear with leggings as a tunic
that becomes a cardigan as she
grows!

Little Scrapper
The body is knit in plain
stockinette. The sleeves are
striped to add colour without
worrying about floats to catch
fingers; the hood and front
pouch pockets are knit in very
short float fairisle using the
stripe colours; stockinette
bands on edges to
encase floats to save
making up time. Zip
front completes the
picture.

Easy Peasy
Easy to fit, easy to knit,
almost no finishing with
this yarn. So simple but
so many options. Place a
closure at neck or waist,
overlap or not. Use
buttons, snaps, shawl pin
or brooch. Turn up the
bottom for a casing and
add a drawstring. Try
wearing it upside down.
One won't be enough!
Mid gauge and standard
gauge versions given.

Waisted
Adult, preteen and child’s
braided belt in garter and
hand transferred stitches,
trimmed with fringe. Knitted in
cream, it gives a look
reminiscent of vintage
macramé. Tie it on with a
loose knot for a fun retro
fashion accent.

Snap It Up!
Casual, loose-fitting
cardigan with long, set-in
sleeves. The 2X2 ribbed
collar, cuffs and front
bands are knit
using a 2X1
needle
arrangement
to add extra
body and
prevent the
bands from
pulling in.

Get Lei-ed!
A multitude of leaves
attached to a strip
make the decorative
scarf; use the leaf as a
motif on the back of
topless mitts and to
decorate a tam to
match.

Plumline
Oversized, drop shoulder,
long sleeved vee neck
cardigan with picot striped
bands to wrap and close with
a shawl pin. The back is
made in two pieces to
accommodate larger
sizing and to create an
interesting chevron
look in the stitch
pattern at the seams.
Use a
monochromatic or
other colour
scheme, as
desired.

Texturized
Easy fitting, tuck stitch
pullover with buttoned
placket opening in front
neck, drop shoulder, long
sleeve. 1X1 ribbed
bands can be made
with ribber or garter
carriage.

Preppy
Raglan cardigan
with lots of stuff
happening!
Differing stripes on
body and sleeves,
with solid top;
ribbed yoke, turn
back ribbed
cuffs, hidden,
sewn snap
closure, front
facings in
intarsia.
Pay
attention
to the
details.

Popcorn
Fold-back slit opening forms a
lapel, vee neck look in this tuck
lace vest. Cutaway armholes,
fabric is reversed for yoke
effect and simple
turned under edges
make finishing
easy.

Mono Blues
A monochromatic
colour scheme in shades
of light teal, in this low
vee neck cardigan with
set-in 3/4 sleeve. The
fairisle insert can be used to
automatically shape
waistline by adjusting stitch
size. Unique, knotted slip
cord edging at hem with
stockinette roll for front and
neck edges.

‘Eh?’ Game
A-line, scoop neck cardigan in
1X1 English Rib, 2 large
buttons at bust. Long, set-in,
fitted sleeve in 1X3 tuck rib
with knit side as right side
and bell-shaped long cuff.
Hip length, shaped
hemline. Simple
stockinette bands give
an easy finish to front
and neck edges.

The Same
But Different

Felt Like Ruffles

Take the shape of ‘Eh?’
Game’ and get the same
look on the mid gauge
machine. A-line
shape. Long, set-in,
bell sleeve; scoop
neck. 2 button
closing at bust. The
Braid Wrap
Edging makes a
beautiful
start/finish to
all edges.

Variegated wool, scalloped ruffles with hand manipulation,
plain sections to construct the bag, add tabs for straps;
finish it all and felt it. Sew a lining and add purchased
handles. Earns a blue ribbon!

